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About This Game

Inner silence - cheerful 2D platformer puzzle game, made in retro style.
We play for the usual boy who got lost and we have to help him get home.

You will to travel through the mysterious world overcoming various dangers.
The entire game is based on the special mechanics, where you have to change your gravity, using special buttons.

Features:
Lots of interesting and challenging levels

Different types of traps
Many mysteries and secrets.
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Wow WOW OMG this engine is a work horse to replace all work horses in train simulator BMG you have done so well this loco
is more than worth the wait. Lots of stock, good looking fantastic sounding locomotive. No faults at:

Jacobite Warrior Has Returned

120\/10 for effort BMG. I first watched this a couple years ago. It's a favorite of mine & one of the best web series out there.
Check it out if you get a chance.. Some extra content.. This is a really stylish, 2D, sidescrolling sim game which focuses on
aesthetics from 1980s and 1990s Japan and its (then) popular delinquent scene. The gameplay is reminiscent of games like
Double Dragon or River City Ransom, except with an added day-and-night cycle, a hunger meter, some small sidequests and a
basic combat system taken straight from a beat-em-up, with some stat building and training skills thrown in there.

It honestly reminds me of one of those old-school flash game sims from Newgrounds, since there's a metric ♥♥♥♥♥on of
atmosphere in it (you can even make your character do the classic 'squatting' delinquent pose, smoke a cigarette and just chill on
a bench, plenty of objects are interactable just for the sake of immersion) but, unfortunately, there's not that much to do. You
check out the nuances of the controls, explore a bit, master the combat, which often relies more on stats and getting
overpowered moves rather than anything else, buy out the stores, read all of the books, search around for some dialogues and
secret interactions, and then pass the days waiting for special events to come and for the plot to conclude.

The story is really basic, but it takes itself very seriously. It unfolds through various cutscenes that randomly pop out as you're
going about your daily life. There's plenty of talk about various arts of literature, your buddies have teenage problems and are
written like you'd expect high-school kids to act, and while the story's conclusion is really abrupt, it doesn't spell every single
thing out and at same time respects your intelligence. The author describes the game as 'existential' and once you've played
through you begin to see that this descrption fits well. It really surprised me how grounded the plot and the overall feeling of the
game managed to be. It's completely linear though, so there's not much in terms of player choice.

I feel like this developer has a lot of potential, especially in light of tons of RPG Maker garbage flooding Steam nowadays. If
the contents and the story would've been expanded, this would have been an indie classic. It's also worth mentioning that the
soundtrack is amazing, and can be found on Spotify since it just uses some chill tracks from various artists. If you like 80s/90s
Japan, delinquents, or just games which simulate daily life, I'd say it's worth to buy this. Just beware that the game sucks you in
and then doesn't give you that much to do past the 10 hour mark.. This is a mod that i've been playing for about half a year. I
usually play europe at war or the great war mods with my clan. It didn't take long for this mod to catch on, at the moment when
we play CoH it's this mod.

This mod is however somewhat rough around the edges, in terms of balance and voice acting. Good voice actors are not easy to
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come by (they are however planning on revoicing the factions) and balancing is resolved by letting people play it. So there are
no big problems there, the damage feels different, arty and nades are brutal, two vastly different factions in an unexplored
setting. Deffintley give this a try, don't let first impressions fool you. This is a solid mod.. 2 words are enough to describe it:
Cuteness Overload =-^.^-=. Fun little underwater platformer,
complete with acid, mines and oxygen plants.
Question your sanity, under the sea!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XF79uX_u1Qw. Overall: 7/10

Just buy it on sale or a bundle somewhere unless you're a mahjong fanatic and bought already all the mahjong related games on
steam.

Just a Mahjong Solitaire, except that since the game wanted to focus on the "get the ladies hot and undressed" it lacks several
tools and features other solitaire games have. There's no reshuffle option, nor joker or anything that would help you to advance
when the matching tiles are placed one above the other and the placing seems to be random and not based in any pattern or
strategy so it's not a point of "should have unlocked this tile before that other one". Prepare to have to restart a level over and
over and over again.

And don't get the game just for the pretty girls undressing, they don't really undress, just change clothes and some aren't even
really kinky outfits. Also, the girls moan and scream whenever you match tiles, which sounds suggestive but one of them shrieks
in such a way that will make your ears bleed even if you love high pitched moe anime girls.
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bad game -_- no one play this game no players online :. It's a fun game but there are so many flaws that I simply can't
recommend it. First of all, it's locked at 30 fps which feels unplayable. There's no audio or graphic settings what so ever and the
UI is awful. It's such a shame, since it's a good platformer that's hindered by it's awful optimization.. Garbage. The video game
equivalent of "lik dis if u cri evry tim". Short but engaging. I could see this being streched out into a series. I hope they expand
upon it.. If anyone wants to trade games like this i have ets 2, ets 1, bus driver, and Garrys mods. Ill trade for star bound
. The game is to basic to be much fun on its own, and the tools are to limited to server as a system to build your own game.
Sadly not much fun to be had here, though the idea was solid.. One of the most useless packages I have ever bought.. Underated.
Anyone who likes a story-driven Strategy RPG should get this. Well worth the low price!. I got this game as a bundle for the
Escapists. It came with The Escapists (original) and The Walking Dead. As a massive fan of the walking dead licence, I was
disappointed with this game. I expected to play as the warder from the orginal Escapist game. I wanted to feel like I needed to
be in controll of everyone, instead I felt like The Walking Dead was forced into the Escapist game in order to sell more copies.
Don't by this version of the Escapists.. Its good but my anti virus software won't let me run it.
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